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Abstract 

Resilience is introduced as the new security goal supported with security/safety-related information by 

data-centric services for predictive risk management in real-time. The problem is that data-centric 

services threaten resilience. Although privacy as a state of equilibrium and its enforcement with usable 

security by identity management aims actually at decreasing users’ own risk, its use by data-centric 

services for unilateral information flow control hinders maximizing entropy of information. This work 

shows that cooperative privacy approximates maximal entropy. For this purpose, this work proposes 

multilateral information control with an observer as the core software library of identity management. 

1 Resilience and Information 

Resilience is getting importance as the new security model of societies and information 

systems for supporting their sustainability by achieving a state of equilibrium in real-time and 

in spite of incidents of any kind.  In 2015, the G7 Summit has decided to strengthen resilience 

of societies by a predictive climate risk management and a climate risk insurance for their 

safety and sustainability (G7 Summit 2015). The European Commission prescribes resilience 

as the security goal of operative risk management for economy (European Commission 2013a) 

and as a proposal for cybersecurity (European Commission 2013b) and the General European 

Data Protection Directive (European Commission 2012). All include personal accountability 

of users on operating an adequate risk management and the authenticity of their reports 

together with sanctions in case of non-compliance. Data-centric services should predict and 

prevent safety and security incidents by means of Big Data analytics on security vulnerabilities 

and incidents for optimizing one’s own risk. Their implementation with Internet of Things 

(ITU 2005), Cloud Computing (Mell and Grance 2011), and machine learning schemes 

(Wahlster and Müller 2013) should allow scalability.  

While data-centric services should improve resilience, they also threaten resilience (Müller et 

al. 2012). Data-centric services tend to monopolies. It has already been shown that data 

analytics lead to a competitive advantage in productivity. In order to decrease the error rate of 

derived statistical information, data-centric services need to increase the entropy of 

information for their statistics. Users remain, in turn, using data-centric services with an 

acceptable error rate. This is their lock-in effect. At the same time, data-centric services 

increase their service portfolio by secondary use of their information and letting their users 
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participate as (open source) software developers. Using additional services increases, in turn, 

the amount of information of the data-centric service. This network effect increases its market 

share. Furthermore, a secondary use of information allows to decrease the marginal costs of 

the data-centric service and force competitors out. On the one side, this increases the error rate 

of information by a data-centric service. On the other side, the risk of users on using 

information of a data-centric service remains the same. 

This work points out that a cooperative privacy protection as informational self-determination 

achieves an optimal entropy of information. This, in turn, optimizes each user’s own risk 

(Faisst and Prokein 2005). Technically, a cooperative protection of privacy is possible. 

Already by now, data-centric services follow information self-determination to protect their 

information unilaterally by information flow control. With the aim of optimizing entropy of 

information for a data-centric service and its users, this work proposes multilateral information 

flow control and a design of a software library of an observer for evaluating and comparing 

privacy of information processing. Section 2 introduces usable security for privacy in order to 

technically support resilience. Section 3 reports on the state-of-the-art on usable security by a 

toolbox of privacy mechanisms according to the AAA trust infrastructure. Section 4 introduces 

data-centric services as the new privacy phenomenon, since privacy protection is applied by 

their providers instead of their users. Section 5 discusses cases for information flow control in 

order to increase entropy of information. It derives the need of a multilateral information flow 

control with privacy for maximal entropy. Section 6 introduces a design of the observer as the 

core software library for identity management. Section 7 concludes this work. 

2 Multilateral and Usable Security 

Resilience aims at preventing system failure by achieving a state of equilibrium of opposite 

interests for this system and over a certain period of time while taking its dependencies into 

consideration. Regarding security, Multilateral Security has the same meaning for an 

information exchange according to its IT protection goals (Rannenberg et al. 1999). It results 

in a privacy policy on information flow control for privacy as informational self-determination. 

The protection goal implication results that users have to balance explicitly their interests in 

accountability and unobservability, whereas the configuration of the others can be derived by 

an identity manager as the personal security tool (Jendricke and Gerd tom Markotten 2000). 

Enforcement of a multilateral security setting is, however, not certain by a combination of 

secure atomic information systems, which implements a data-centric service. Multilateral 

Security considers users in addition to an information system as a “vulnerability” and source 

of an incident on information loss, e.g. compromised by malware, and its propagation via 

dependencies. For information system, this is observed for the Internet of Things and Cloud 

Computing (BSI 2015). The security model of (Dolev and Yao 1983) proposes cryptography 

and considers compromised participants of a data-centric service. The enforcement relies on 

the authentic exchange of cryptographic keys.  

Whereas correctness of the security model, cryptographic schemes, and their implementation 

can be formally verified and certified, usable security has in open information systems not 
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been solved so far. Existing user clients for IT security based on cryptography and the 

organizational model of a PKI, Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) for the Web of Trust (Whitten and 

Tygar 1999) and the evaluation of the Signtrust eID client, which has been certified for the 

German national PKI according to the German Signature Act for qualified electronic 

signatures, have shown vulnerability for information loss due to a semantic mismatch between 

the technical security prerequisites of a PKI and users’ individual security expertise and 

interest (Gerd tom Markotten 2002). Even though a user interface would fit to all kind of user 

classes, the increasing number of dependencies during runtime introduce inevitable, unknown 

dependencies as a conceptual vulnerability for information loss. The challenge for usable 

security is to protect identity-related information, which is shared with information systems of 

other users, before the other one’s software code is being executed. Security properties of 

information systems should be identified before granting access (Müller et al. 2007). 

3 ATUS – A Toolkit for Usable Security 

Information flow control follows in practice the AAA authorization framework for accounting 

by authentication and enforcement with electronic identity and authorization with access 

control (Vollbrecht et al. 2000). Its four use cases (1) Single Domain Case, (2) Roaming, (3) 

Distributed Services, and (4) Combining Roaming and Distributes Services distinguish 

between an information exchange between two organizations (cases 1 and 2) and via a third 

party (cases 3 and 4). According to the classification of the AAA authorization framework, 

state-of-the-art on privacy mechanisms for usable security are classified in the following. The 

increasing number of dependencies during runtime with a data-centric service introduces 

inevitable, unknown dependencies as conceptual vulnerability for information loss. 

Accountability of information is proposed to extend the control system for data-centric 

services (Wohlgemuth and Müller 2006, Weitzner et al. 2008). 

Privacy Policy Framework provides the mathematical model and tools to formalize and verify 

its instances and their integration in a continuous evolution of communities of trusted users 

and information systems. It takes the scalability of data-centric services into account by the 

security model and its enforcement with using adequate risk controls and the in-time response 

to a change even in a decentralized organization. The security policy model is distributed usage 

control (Pretschner et al. 2006), since it assumes a decentralized information flow control and 

allows with obligations modification during run-time without conceptually threatens 

information. The mathematical model is the general PKI evaluation model (Maurer 1996), 

since it evaluates authentication of cryptography-base information from a user-centric view as 

a set of statements on a PKI. This model allows evaluation of several certification paths for 

the same key, i.e. several origin of information and their aggregation, in order to increase user’s 

confidence in the resulting derived information on privacy. Incidents by configuration are still 

possible and calls for an operator to detect conflicts of policy rules (Sackmann and Kähmer 

2008), model checking of privacy policies (Accorsi 2013), and re-writing (Höhn 2009).  

Privacy Authentication refers to distributed trust management (Blaze et al. 1996) in which 

access to information is granted according to authentication with a certain cryptographic key 
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and its certified authorization with a credential. Trust management has been extended with 

unobservability by means of revocable non-linkability with pseudonyms and privacy-

preserving attribute-based credentials. As an abstraction on cryptography and the PKI, partial 

identities represent role-based authentication for an information exchange as implemented 

with the mobile identity manager iManager (Wohlgemuth et al. 2004).  

Privacy Authorization specifies a privacy policy on using personal-related information for 

isolation of an information exchange during run-time (Sonehara et al. 2011). While avoiding 

loss of control on information when applying trust management on information exchange with 

a third party, higher cryptographic protocols of DREISAM for non-linkable delegation of 

rights specify an authorized information exchange during run-time (Wohlgemuth 2008). 

Privacy Accountability generates a statement on information loss on a given isolation. In 

accordance to the communication model of (Shannon 1948), privacy mechanisms have to 

focus on data traces as edges between nodes and within nodes of a directed communication 

graph. Secure logging collects and logs system events of single information systems as 

evidencenode on internal information processing while at the same time allowing 

unobservability by cryptographic based secure logging with user-centric views (Accorsi 2013). 

Higher cryptographic protocols of DETECTIVE connect the electronic identity of each 

information provider with the one of the consumer along an isolation. This results in 

evidenceedge while users remain unobservable (Wohlgemuth et al. 2010). 

Privacy Accounting derives a privacy evidence on information loss of an authorized 

information processing and so on isolation (Sackmann et al. 2006). At present, Privacy 

Accounting considers privacy evidences separately for each system resulting in evidencenode 

and between systems resulting in evidenceedge. Regarding authentication, a user combines 

evidencenode and evidenceedge with the existing set of (derived) information on authentication, 

authorization, certification, and reliability of the information sources. For future 

communication, information is derived on privacy evidences of the past and assumptions for 

getting a statement on the acceptable security model. An option for its user interface is a 

privacy dashboard (Zimmermann et al. 2014). 

The systematic development of these privacy mechanisms and their integration in data-centric 

services needs to take security and usability requirements for the development of Internet 

applications into account in order to reduce users’ individual risk. According to Privacy by 

Design, User-Centric Security Engineering (UCSEC) combines accordingly security 

engineering with usability engineering by integrating users in the threat and security model for 

user interface development with standardized criteria (Gerd tom Markotten 2002).  

4 The new Privacy Phenomena: Data-Centric Service 

With the productivity gain and scalability of data-centric services, IT more and more takes 

over the control on critical infrastructures of a society. Data-centric services act as adaptive 

Internet services for a broad spectrum of target user groups. The user interface is multimodal 

and adaptive to the user (Wahlster 1998). Access to information as the asset and product of 
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data-centric services needs to be controlled according to the security interest of a data-centric 

service provider. Actually, data-centric services makes already more or less use of the concepts 

of the presented privacy tools. They isolate information flow by (hardware-based) sandboxes 

as used for mobile smart devices (Alkassar et al. 2012) The implementation of web browser 

based interfaces is often open source in order to facilitate access to users as software developers 

in order to integrate the data-centric service in their application.  

The Privacy Policy Framework of data-centric services considers access control according to 

the AAA authorization framework. The formalized representation of trust relationships is by 

the social graph of their users including their applications. Regarding Privacy Authentication, 

identity management clients are based on cryptography and PKI and partially support 

pseudonymity of users and non-linkability of credentials. Microsoft U-Prove and the open 

source electronic identity managers IBM idemix and Shibboleth are examples for 

pseudonymity and non-linkable credentials whereas PersoApp supports pseudonymity of a 

user as service consumer. Regarding Privacy Authorization, some services support Roaming 

with their integration in other data-centric services. According to the knowledge of the author, 

none data-centric service supports disclosure of information to a third party with information 

flow control. Privacy Accountability is achieved by internal data provenance for a social graph. 

Privacy Accounting is run by machine learning to construct and adapt social graph to current 

and future security vulnerabilities and incidents and therewith related security information.  

With the exception of Privacy Authentication, usability of privacy tools by data-centric 

services is unilateral. It provides neither information exchange at all, spontaneous information 

exchange with a third party nor transparency for their users in order to check authentication of 

information, on the one side. On the other side, their users are accountable for their use. 

Regulations for protecting electronic communication (European Commission 2014) and 

amendment for personal information processing (European Commission 2012) exclude 

accountability for safety, public security, and national interests. 

5 Optimizing Information and a State of Equilibrium 

The communication model of Shannon defines information and the amount of information of 

an exchange as its entropy (Shannon 1948). Information is threatened by information loss. In 

case of an incident, entropy of a given information processing is reduced actively by distortion 

and noise or passively by information leakage. As countermeasure within the basic 

communication model, transparency of information processing by an observer is necessary to 

detect active incidents and their origin in order to restore information (Shannon 1948), whereas 

encryption is a countermeasure against passive incident during transmission (Shannon 1949). 

A state of equilibrium cannot be achieved, if only the information consumer controls the 

information processing. Information flow control requires additionally a feedback system as 

control for the information provider (Wiener 1961). A control-loop with feedback embraces 

the information processing of the consumer. The control-loop of an information source gets 

informative feedback by which the user predicts a critical state and proactively response. 
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Three cases for entropy exist according to its mathematical definition (Shannon 1949) with 

= 2 random variables to illustrate entropy in accordance to the two general views on 

information control of a data-centric service by its users and its provider: =

− ∑ 	 ℎ	 	 	 	 	 .  

Case 1 (trivial) = = 0: Neither users control nor the provider of a data-centric service 

controls the information processing. Authentication of information is a matter of trust without 

the possibility of checking authentication, e.g. compliance to the corresponding regulations. 

The entropy is zero: = 0  

Case 2 (unilateral) {∃! > 0| , { = 2} ∧ ≠ ∧ ∀ : = 0}: Either the provider controls 

or users control the information processing of a data-centric service. If the user of a data-centric 

service enforces control, unilateral data economy takes place with anonymity as the worst case 

in that the user doesn’t use this data-centric service and a gain in productivity doesn’t take 

place or this data-centric service stops providing its service. Latter is the risk of the provider. 

The other case is the unilateral case of information flow control at present by the provider of 

a data-centric service. In both unilateral cases, information on accountability of information 

loss and so the individual risk of each user and provider is not optimized. = 0, if the outcome 

is already known to the provider or users are anonymous, otherwise > 0 

Case 3 (multilateral) = =	 : Both users and the provider of a data-centric service 

control in cooperation the information processing by informative feedback. Entropy of 

information processing of a data-centric service is maximized: = ; ℎ 	 = 2 as 

long as it is information. If all data is known to users and provider without change, the data-

centric service is not required anymore. However, Shannon and Wiener both assume for 

control by transparency the origin of an information loss during transmission. Whereas this 

assumption holds in closed information systems, where each state transition can be observed, 

this is not the case for data-centric services (BSI 2015). Actually, this calls for multilateral 

information flow control with cooperative privacy in protecting one’s own valuable 

information and information processing by unobservability while controlling the information 

processing of the other participants indirectly by deriving statistical statements on anomalies 

in nodes and edges of an information exchange as privacy evidences. Since technical privacy 

mechanisms as risk control approximate a state of equilibrium but might not achieve it due to 

unknown incidents, non-technical risk controls as legal regulations and economic instruments 

should complement multilateral information flow control for optimizing one own’s risk. 

In general for the multilateral case, the random variables have the same probability. Each user 

needs to compare his privacy evidences on the data-centric service with the one of the others. 

Collaborative benchmarking allows such a comparison in accordance to the threat model of 

Multilateral Security and Dolev and Yao with the assumption of a compromised or untrusted 

data-centric service and homomorphic encryption (Kerschbaum 2011). This requires a 

formalization of privacy mechanisms for risk control and their effect on a privacy evidence as 

key performance indicators and its values. Since multilateral information flow control allows 

users of data-centric services to increase entropy stepwise by data economy, it supports 

community building of a Web of Trust with productivity advantage by data-centric services. 
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6 Core Software Library for Identity Management 

This design of the core software library for implementing the observer is derived from a 

general cryptographic key management library (Wohlgemuth 1999). Figure 1illustrates its 

design of an observer as a data-centric service. 

 

Figure 1 Design of the observer as core software library of identity management. 

The Privacy authorization & Privacy accountability module offers variations for evaluating 

privacy evidences. They relate to authentication information about a cryptographic key, an 

identity, authorization, and strategies for isolation at a given point of time. It implements the 

cryptographic protocols for non-linkable delegation of rights, secure logging of an electronic 

identity, data provenance between electronic identities, and the collective benchmarking 

protocol. It calls the Deductive system and transforms its results for the privacy dashboard. 

The Deductive system is the core part. It implements the evaluation model for the user’s view 

on a PKI by a graph. The user instruments the evaluation system by the isolation policy and 

risk scenario for the required entropy of the given data-centric service. During a run of an 

evaluation, trust relationships between users and evidences on information loss will be 

identified and derived. If a required evidence is not available, the Deductive system queries it 

from a trusted user, a vulnerability database, or a database for isolation patterns by using the 

module Directory client. If a comparison on isolation and entropy with another data-centric 

service is required, the Deductive system starts a benchmarking process via the module Query. 

Feedback from a query will be transformed to a logical statement by the Compiler. Before 

processing an evidence, its validity is checked against time and revocation. Privacy evidences 

and isolation patterns are stored in the Directory service and Risk database, respectively. 
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The Cryptographic library provides the cryptographic primitives for the higher authentication, 

authorization, and data provenance protocols. The Directory client is the interface to non-

volatile memory. It serves as a reference monitor for enforcing authorized access requests. It 

supports the evaluation of the Deductive system with retrieving the certification chains on keys, 

authorization and revocation. Whereas the Directory service considers electronic identities and 

evidences on information loss, the Risk database supports the logic representation of isolation 

and operates as an application framework for the Deductive system. The Compiler serves for 

interoperability of information and for import and export of logical statements.  

7 Conclusion 

Resilience and privacy with usable security are not “standalone applications” but require 

adaptive communities for cooperation between acceptable trusted users and correct 

information systems. The proposed multilateral information flow control architecture as a data 

provenance system with user-centric identity management should serve as a workbench for 

resilience. A challenge is to bootstrap multilateral information flow control while underlying 

inevitable vulnerabilities. Complementing non-technical risk controls need to be developed 

with the support of the workbench. The author welcomes cooperation on a trustworthy base. 
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